BLING!

Personalise your garage door
CONTEMPORARY
MAKE YOUR DOOR...
...YOURS!

Ultra-contemporary windows

Decorative design accents
Personalising your door makes a design statement. Add a decorative accent with windows and decals or increase convenience with code locking or pet flaps. It’s the details that make your door extra special...

**Windows**
Natural light and style with the option of LED accent lighting.

**Decals**
Alunox decorative elements to style your door.

**Extras**
Make things easier with code locks, spy holes, letter flaps and pet flaps.

LED lighting (frosted glass only) adds a subtle yet striking effect to windows.
Windows
High-grade window units add natural daylight with a contemporary twist. The option of LED lights within the units create a wonderful ambience (available on frosted windows only). For an "always-on" option, lights must be used in conjunction with a 220 or 300 series CarTeck Motor.

Window Options

Available on:
- CarTeck Sectional Garage Doors
- CarTeck Side Hinged Garage Doors
- Frosted

Athena
406mm x 203mm
The images below and left show the most popular window combinations. If you’d like alternative window configuration, just ask!

- **Versus**
  - ø280mm

- **Sigma**
  - 610mm x 200mm

- **Gamma**
  - 534mm x 344mm

- **Zeta**
  - ø280mm

- **Kappa**
  - 1860mm x 180mm

- **Alpha**
  - 280mm x 280mm

A full range of traditional window options is also available on CarTeck sectional and side hinged garage doors including the new full width GSA section windows for CarTeck side hinged garage doors (shown left). See individual brochures for details.
Decals

High-grade alunox decals are factory bonded to your door for added visual appeal. Each decal can be positioned to suit your sense of design, however, popular arrangements are shown here.
MORE!

**Extras**
Finishing touches to make your door easier to use.

- **LETTER BOXES**

- **CODE LOCKS**
  Code locks provide secure access without the need to carry a key.

- **PET FLAPS**
  Pet Flaps, usually fitted to the bottom panel of a door!

- **SPY HOLES**

- **CUSTOM HARDWARE**
  Want to use your own hardware, perhaps to match a front door? Talk to us and we’ll make happen!

- **ANYTHING ELSE?**
  If you can think of anything else you would like to incorporate onto your door, just ask and we’ll see if we can make it happen!

The images above show the most popular combinations. If you’d like alternative configuration, just ask!

---

**Access 3**
215mm x 40mm

**Access 4**
400mm x 86mm

**Access 5**
180mm x 180mm

**Access 9**
436mm x 40mm

**Access 10**
431mm x 13mm